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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] This specification relates to data communica-
tions.
[0002] Service providers utilize distributed networks to
provide services to customers over large geographic ar-
eas. For example, communications companies utilize a
distributed communications network to provide commu-
nications services to customers. Similarly, power com-
panies utilize a network of power lines and meters to
provide power to customers throughout a geographic re-
gion and receive data back about the power usage.
[0003] These service providers are dependent on
proper operation of their respective networks to deliver
services to the customers and receive data back regard-
ing the services provided. For example, the service pro-
vider may want access to daily usage reports to efficiently
bill their customers for the resources that are consumed
or otherwise utilized by the customers. Therefore, it is
important for data specifying resource utilization and oth-
er information to be reliably transmitted and/or received
at specified intervals.
[0004] In power line communication (PLC) networks,
endpoints in the network (e.g., meters, load control
switches, remote service switches, and other endpoints)
can provide updated information (e.g., power consump-
tion information and/or endpoint operating status infor-
mation) by transmitting data over power lines. The
amount of data required to be transmitted by each end-
point can differ based on the information that is required
to be provided by the endpoint. For example, a first end-
point may be required to transmit updated information
every 5 minutes, while another endpoint may be required
to transmit updated information only once a day. Addi-
tionally, the channels over which the endpoints commu-
nicate can have various different channel characteristics
(e.g., center frequency, bandwidth, and/or noise signal
amplitude).
[0005] Due to the various amounts of data that may be
transmitted by different endpoints, as well as the differ-
ences in channel characteristics, it can be difficult to se-
lect a single symbol period (i.e., a period over which a
symbol is transmitted) that facilitates efficient transmis-
sion of data for each endpoint. Further, the channel char-
acteristics can vary significantly over time such that sym-
bol periods that are selected for the endpoints at one
point in time may not provide adequate performance at
another point in time.
[0006] Further background is provided in the following
documents.
[0007] EP 2 110 958 A2 discloses a system for bidi-
rectional communication within a power distribution sys-
tem. The system is configured to find an endpoint, the
endpoint having an endpoint transceiver in electrical
communication with a power distribution line, the power
distribution line being within the power distribution sys-

tem, the endpoint being identified by a unique I.D. The
system comprises a substation transceiver electrically
coupled to a power distribution line within the power dis-
tribution system, a substation circuit in electrical commu-
nication with the substation transceiver, the substation
circuit programmed to map the unique I.D. for the end-
point to a base frequency within a bandwidth and to con-
trol the endpoint to transmit a find endpoint data packet
onto the power distribution network, the find endpoint da-
ta packet including the unique I.D. and the base frequen-
cy, and to assign a status to the base frequency upon
receiving a signal from the endpoint, the status indicating
that the substation transceiver is receiving signals in the
frequency bandwidth. Reference is made in particular to
Figs. 2 and 5, and to paragraphs [0022], [0033]-[0035],
[0045] and [0065]-[0070] of this document.
[0008] US 2008/0240143 A1 discloses a communica-
tion apparatus which performs a carrier detection and is
connected to a transmission line includes: a carrier de-
tecting unit which detects a first control signal for the car-
rier detection and a second control signal for the carrier
detection; a comparing unit which compares carrier de-
tecting results obtained by the carrier detecting unit; and
a control unit which controls at least one of a symbol
length of the first control signal and a symbol length of
the second control signal based upon a comparison re-
sult obtained by the comparing unit.

SUMMARY

[0009] The present invention provides a method ac-
cording to claim 1, and a system according to claim 11.
Optional features are set out in the remaining claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example network
environment in which endpoints transmit data.
FIG. 2 is a graph illustrating times at which symbols
from various channels are sampled.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example SPU that
includes a symbol apparatus.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an example process for ac-
quiring symbols that have different symbol periods.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an example process for dy-
namically adjusting a symbol period for communica-
tions signals.
FIG. 6 is block diagram of an example computer sys-
tem that can be used to facilitate variable symbol
period assignment and detection. Like reference
numbers and designations in the various drawings
indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] In general, one innovative aspect of the subject
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matter described in this specification can be embodied
in methods that include the actions of receiving a plurality
of communications signals over a plurality of different
communications channels, each of the communications
signals having a symbol period over which a symbol is
transmitted; for each communications channel, deter-
mining symbol period end times for the communications
signals received over the communications channels,
each symbol period end time being determined based
on a symbol period for the communications signals re-
ceived over the communications channel and a reference
time; determining that a present time is coincident with
an end of a sample period for the communications sig-
nals, the sample period being a period that does not ex-
ceed a minimum symbol period for the communications
signals; determining that an end of the symbol period for
the communications signals being received over at least
one of the communications channels is coincident with
the present time; and providing data representing a sym-
bol received over each communications channel for
which an end of the symbol period is coincident with the
present time.
[0012] As exemplified in the ensuing discussion of
power line communication (PLC) networks, these other
embodiments are directed to or include corresponding
systems, apparatus, and computer programs, configured
to perform the actions of the methods, encoded on com-
puter storage devices.
[0013] These and other embodiments can each option-
ally include one or more of the following features. Meth-
ods can further include the action of accumulating energy
from each of the communications signals over the sample
period. Providing data representing the symbol can in-
clude providing, for each bit of the symbol, a magnitude
of the energy accumulated for the bit over the sample
period.
[0014] Accumulating energy from each of the commu-
nications signals comprises accumulating, over the sam-
ple period, energy received over each different portion
of spectrum that is included in the communications chan-
nel, wherein each different portion of spectrum corre-
sponds to one or more bits of the symbol.
[0015] Methods can further include the action of deter-
mining the sample period using the symbol periods for
the communications signals. Determining the sample pe-
riod can include the actions of identifying a shortest sym-
bol period for the communications signals; and selecting
the sample period to be a divisor of the shortest symbol
period and all other sample periods for the communica-
tions signals received over any of the plurality of com-
munications channels.
[0016] Methods can further include the action of se-
lecting, for each communications channel, a symbol pe-
riod for the communications signals received over the
communications channel, the symbol period being se-
lected based on a signal to noise measure for the com-
munications signals that are received over the commu-
nications channel. Methods can further include the action

of selecting a sample period for the communications sig-
nals, wherein selecting a symbol period comprises se-
lecting a symbol period that is a multiple of the sample
period.
[0017] In embodiments of the invention, receiving a
plurality of communications signals includes the actions
of receiving first communications signals over a first com-
munications channel, the first communications signals
having a first symbol period; and receiving second com-
munications signals over a second communications
channel, the second communications signals having a
second symbol period that is different than the first sym-
bol period.
[0018] Determining that an end of the symbol period
for the communications signals being received over at
least one of the communications channels is coincident
with the present time can include the actions determining
that the present time is coincident with an end of the first
symbol period for the first communications signals; and
determining that the present time is not coincident with
an end time of the second symbol period for the second
communications signals.
[0019] Providing data representing the symbol can in-
clude providing data representing a first symbol that was
received over the first communications channel, the first
symbol being represented by an amplitude of energy ac-
cumulated over the symbol period for the first communi-
cations signals.
[0020] Methods can further include the actions of ac-
cumulating energy from the second communications sig-
nal over one or more next sample periods; determining,
at the end of each next sample period, whether the end
of the symbol period for the second communications sig-
nals is coincident with the end of the next sample period;
and providing data representing a second symbol re-
ceived over the second communications channel at the
end of the one or more next sample periods that is coin-
cident with an end time of the second communications
signals. Methods can further include the action of deter-
mining the present time based on an amount of elapsed
time relative to the reference time.
[0021] Methods can further include the actions of re-
ceiving the reference time from a substation processing
unit; and receiving, from a data store, symbol period end
times for the communications signals. Methods can fur-
ther include the actions of determining a first energy
measure for first communications signals received over
a first communications channel, the first energy measure
being determined over one or more first symbol periods
for the first communications signals; determining that the
first energy measure for the first communications signals
does not meet an energy measure threshold; and in re-
sponse to determining that the first power measure does
not meet the power measure threshold, adjusting the first
symbol period based on the first power measure.
[0022] Particular embodiments of the subject matter
described in this specification can be implemented so as
to realize one or more of the following advantages. Sym-
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bols that are each transmitted for different periods of time
can be recovered by a data processing apparatus. End-
points that communicate with a single data processing
apparatus can each be assigned a different symbol time.
Symbols can be more reliably recovered from endpoints
by increasing the symbol period for endpoints for which
a signal to noise measure is lower than a threshold. Sym-
bol periods can be dynamically adjusted to compensate
for changes to signal characteristics.
[0023] The details of one or more embodiments of the
subject matter described in this specification are set forth
in the accompanying drawings and the description below.
Other features, aspects, and advantages of the subject
matter will become apparent from the description, the
drawings, and the claims.
[0024] A symbol period that is used by an endpoint for
transmitting data over a power line communications sys-
tem can be selected based on an amount of data to be
transmitted by the endpoint and a signal to noise measure
(e.g., Eb/No) for communications signals that are re-
ceived from the endpoint over a channel (i.e., a portion
of spectrum). The amount of data can be determined, for
example, based on the updated meter information (e.g.,
power readings, voltage readings, meter operating status
information, meter status information, and/or other infor-
mation provided by the meter) that is being provided by
the endpoint. The symbol period can also be selected,
for example, based on an update rate (e.g., every 10
minutes, every hour) at which each new symbol is to be
transmitted by the endpoint.
[0025] With reference to exemplifying power line com-
munication (PLC) networks, different endpoints in the
PLC network can be assigned different symbol periods
and the symbol period for an individual endpoint can
change over time. As described in more detail below,
these different symbol periods specify different periods
(e.g., amounts of time) over which energy of the symbol
is accumulated prior to processing the symbol. There-
fore, the times over which energy for symbols from each
endpoint are collected prior to processing the symbol can
differ.
[0026] As described in detail below, once a symbol pe-
riod has been selected for the endpoint, signal charac-
teristics (e.g., signal amplitude, signal to noise ratios, sig-
nal energy over time) of transmissions from the endpoint
and/or the channel characteristics (e.g., noise floor
measures or available bandwidth) can be continuously
or periodically monitored, and different symbol periods
can be dynamically selected for the endpoint in response
to changes in the signal and/or channel characteristics.
[0027] A symbol apparatus receives symbols from
multiple endpoints that may each transmit symbols over
different symbol periods that can each span one or more
sample periods. The symbol apparatus iteratively deter-
mines, at the end of each sample period, whether the
end of the symbol period for each symbol is coincident
with the end of a current specified time interval. If the end
of the symbol period for a particular symbol is coincident

with the end of the current sample period, the symbol
apparatus can transfer the accumulated energy for the
particular symbol to a data processing apparatus (e.g.,
a decoder) that processes the symbol (e.g., recovers
and/or logs the symbol). However, if the symbol appara-
tus determines that the end of the unit interval for another
symbol is not coincident with the end of the current spec-
ified interval, the symbol apparatus allows energy for the
second symbol to continue to be accumulated at least
until the end of a next specified interval.
[0028] The description that follows describes selection
and detection of symbol periods by a symbol rate appa-
ratus that is coupled to a network management appara-
tus. However, the symbol rate apparatus can be an inte-
gral component of the network management apparatus.
Additionally, the symbol rate apparatus can also be im-
plemented such that the symbol rate apparatus is cou-
pled to (or is an integral component of) an endpoint or
another data processing apparatus that receives, proc-
esses, and/or retransmits symbols that are received from
other endpoints.
[0029] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example network
environment 100 in which endpoints 102 transmit data.
The network environment 100 includes a service network
101 in which a plurality of endpoints 102a-102f are cou-
pled (e.g., communicatively coupled) to substation
processing units 104a, 104b. The endpoints 102 can be
any device capable of transmitting data in the network
environment 100. For example, the endpoints 102 can
be meters in a utility network, computing devices, televi-
sion set top terminals or telephones that transmit data in
the service network 101. The description that follows re-
fers to the endpoints 102 as power meters in a power
distribution network. However, the description that fol-
lows is applicable to other types of endpoints 102 in utility
networks or other networks. For example, the description
that follows is applicable to gas meters and water meters
that are respectively installed in gas and water distribu-
tion networks.
[0030] The endpoints 102 can be implemented to mon-
itor and report various operating characteristics of the
service network 101. For example, in a power distribution
network, meters can monitor characteristics related to
power usage in the network. Example characteristics re-
lated to power usage in the network include average or
total power consumption, power surges, power drops and
load changes, among other characteristics. In gas and
water distribution networks, meters can measure similar
characteristics that are related to gas and water usage
(e.g., total flow and pressure).
[0031] The endpoints 102 report the operating charac-
teristics of the network 101 over communications chan-
nels. Communications channels are portions of spectrum
over which data are transmitted. The center frequency
and bandwidth of each communications channel can de-
pend on the communications system in which they are
implemented. In some implementations, the communi-
cations channels for utility meters (e.g., power, gas
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and/or water meters) can be implemented in power line
communication networks that dynamically allocate avail-
able bandwidth according to an orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiple access (OFDMA) spectrum allocation
technique or another channel allocation technique. (e.g.,
Time Division Multiple Access, Code Division Multiple
Access, and other Frequency Division Multiple Access
techniques).
[0032] When the endpoints 102 are implemented as
power meters in a power distribution network, the power
meters transmit reporting data that specify updated meter
information that can include measures of total power con-
sumption, power consumption over a specified period of
time, peak power consumption, instantaneous voltage,
peak voltage, minimum voltage and other measures of
related to power consumption and power management
(e.g., load information). Each of the power meters can
also transmit status data that specify a status of the power
meter (e.g., operating in a normal operating mode, emer-
gency power mode, or another state such as a recovery
state following a power outage).
[0033] In some implementations, symbols 106 (i.e.,
one or more bits) including the reporting and/or the status
data are continuously or intermittently transmitted over
a specified symbol period. A symbol period is a period
of time over which a particular symbol is transmitted. A
symbol period for each symbol transmitted by a power
meter can be less than or equal to the time interval (i.e.,
1/update rate) at which updated meter information is re-
quired to be provided.
[0034] For example, assume that a particular meter is
required to provide updated meter information every 20
minutes (i.e., the specified update rate for the meter). In
this example, a meter can transmit a symbol representing
at least a portion first set of updated meter information
for twenty minutes, and then transmit another symbol
representing a next set of updated meter information for
a subsequent twenty minutes. The update rate for a meter
can be specified by a network administrator based, for
example, on types and amounts of updated meter infor-
mation that are being received from the meter, prefer-
ences of a customer (e.g., a power company) to whom
the data is being provided, and/or channel characteristics
of the channel over which the data is being transmitted.
An update rate of 20 minutes is used for purposes of
example, but other update rates (e.g., 1 minute, 5 min-
utes, 10 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day) can be used.
[0035] In FIG. 1, endpoints 102a-102c and 102d-102f
transmit symbols 106 over communications channels to
substation processing units 104a, 104b, respectively. A
substation processing unit (SPU) is a data processing
apparatus that receives communications from endpoints
to manage the service network 101 or for transmission
to a network management apparatus 112 and/or through
a data network 110. For example, a SPU (e.g., 104a) can
include a receiver that receives symbols (e.g., 106a,
106b) from endpoints (e.g., 102a-102c) and logs data
from the symbols. A SPU can also take action based on

the data received from the endpoints and transmit the
symbols to a network management apparatus 112 that
manages the service network 101. SPUs 104a, 104b can
transmit the individual symbols (e.g., 106a, 106b) or gen-
erate a consolidated packet 108 that includes data from
multiple symbols 106 received from the endpoints 102a-
102f.
[0036] In some implementations, a single SPU (e.g.,
104a) can be configured to receive symbols 106 from
thousands of endpoints and transmit the symbols 106 to
a network management apparatus 112. A network man-
agement apparatus 112 is a data processing apparatus
that processes communications that are received from
SPUs 104a, 104b and/or controls aspects of the service
network based, at least in part, on information extracted
from the symbols 106 that were received from the SPUs
104a, 104b.
[0037] For example, in a PLC network, the network
management apparatus 112 can receive data indicating
that power usage is significantly higher in a particular
portion of a power network than in other portions of the
power network. Based on this data, the network man-
agement apparatus 112 can allocate additional resourc-
es to that particular portion of the network (i.e., load bal-
ance) or provide data specifying that there is increased
power usage in the particular portion of the power net-
work.
[0038] In some implementations, the network manage-
ment apparatus 112 provides data to user devices 118
that can be accessed, for example, by the network op-
erator, maintenance personnel and/or customers. For
example, data identifying the increased power usage de-
scribed above can be provided to a user device 118 ac-
cessible by the network operator, who can, in turn, de-
termine an appropriate action regarding the increased
usage. Additionally, data identifying a time-of-use meas-
ure and/or a peak demand measure can also be provided
to the user device 118. Similarly, if there has been a pow-
er outage, the network management apparatus 112 can
provide data to user devices 118 that are accessible by
customers to provide information regarding the existence
of the outage and potentially provide information estimat-
ing a duration of the outage.
[0039] The data network 110 can be a wide area net-
work (WAN), local area network (LAN), the Internet, or
any other communications network. The data network
110 can be implemented as a wired or wireless network.
Wired networks can include any media-constrained net-
works including, but not limited to, networks implemented
using metallic wire conductors, fiber optic materials, or
waveguides. Wireless networks include all free-space
propagation networks including, but not limited to, net-
works implemented using radio wave and free-space op-
tical networks. While only two SPUs 104a, 104b and one
network management apparatus 112 are shown, the
service network 101 can include many different SPUs
that can each communicate with thousands of endpoints
and many different network management apparatus that
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can each communicate with multiple SPUs.
[0040] Symbols (e.g., 106a, 106b) from a particular
endpoint (e.g., 102a) may be transmitted over one of
thousands of communications channels in a PLC system.
For example, each endpoint can be assigned a particular
channel using OFDMA or another channel allocation
technique. Channel assignments for the endpoints 102a-
102c, 102d-102f that communicate with particular SPUs
104a, 104b can be stored, for example, in an communi-
cations data store 114 that is accessible to the network
management apparatus 112 and/or the SPUs 104a,
104b. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the commu-
nications data store 114 can maintain an index of end-
points (e.g., EP1-EPi), the channel that each respective
endpoint has been assigned (C1-Ci), and the SPU (e.g.,
SPU1-SPUx) that is responsible for receiving symbols
transmitted by the respective endpoints.
[0041] A SPU can use the channel assignments, for
example, to determine which endpoint transmitted sym-
bols 106 that are received over each of the communica-
tions channels. In turn, the SPU can log (i.e., store) the
symbols 106 based on the identity of the endpoint that
transmitted the symbols 106. For example, using the
channel assignments, the SPU 104b can determine that
the endpoint 102d has been assigned channel 1. In this
example, when the SPU 104b receives symbol 106b over
channel 1, the SPU 104b can log the symbol 106b in
memory as a symbol for endpoint 102d.
[0042] When endpoints 102a-102f are installed in the
service network 101, the endpoints 102a-102f can each
be assigned a symbol period. The symbol period that is
assigned to a particular endpoint can be selected, for
example, based on signal characteristics (e.g., signal
amplitude) of the communications signals that represent
the symbols and are received at a SPU, relative to the
amplitude of the noise floor that is present on the channel
over which the communications signals are being re-
ceived. For example, the symbol period can be selected
so that the Eb/No accumulated over the unit interval for
the endpoint exceeds a specified signal to noise thresh-
old.
[0043] In some implementations, the symbol period
that is selected for use by a particular endpoint is pro-
portional to a distance of the endpoint from a SPU (or
another data processing apparatus) that receives sym-
bols from the endpoint. For example, as the distance be-
tween an endpoint and a SPU increases communications
signals that are transmitted by the endpoint will generally
be more attenuated. Therefore, assuming that the trans-
mit power of the endpoint remains relatively constant, it
will generally take longer to accumulate enough energy
to recover symbols from communications signals that are
transmitted by the endpoint as the distance between the
endpoint and the SPU increases.
[0044] As noted above, the symbol period for each of
endpoint in the service network 101 can be assigned by
the administrator of the network. For example, when the
endpoint is installed in the network 101, the endpoint can

be configured to transmit symbols over an initial symbol
period. The symbol period can also be specified by a
SPU with which the endpoint communicates and/or net-
work management apparatus. For example, the SPU or
the network management apparatus 112 can analyze
signal characteristics of communication signals that are
received from the endpoint and transmit data to the end-
point specifying a symbol period that the endpoint should
use to reliably transmit symbols over the service network
101.
[0045] The data specifying the symbol period that the
endpoint should use can be iteratively provided to the
endpoint to dynamically adjust the symbol period used
by the endpoint. For example, if the amplitude of the noise
floor for the channel over which the endpoint is transmit-
ting communication signals increases, the reliability with
which the symbols are recovered can fall. Increasing the
symbol period that the endpoint uses will increase the
likelihood that the symbol is reliably recovered from the
communications signals because the amount of energy
accumulated generally increases with an increase in
symbol period.
[0046] Each endpoint can be independently assigned
a symbol period, such that different endpoints may trans-
mit symbols over different symbol periods. For example,
endpoint 102a may transmit each symbol over a 5 minute
unit interval, while endpoint 102b may transmit each sym-
bol over a 20 minute unit interval. Once an endpoint is
assigned a symbol period, the symbol period can be
stored in the communications data store 114 and indexed
to (i.e., associated with) the endpoint and/or the channel
over which the symbols from the endpoint are received.
[0047] The network management apparatus 112
and/or the SPUs 104a, 104b can access the communi-
cations data store 114 to identify the symbol period that
has been assigned to the endpoint. Using the symbol
period, the SPUs 104a, and 104b can determine how
long energy from each of the endpoints should be accu-
mulated in order to recover the symbol 106 being trans-
mitted by the endpoint.
[0048] As described in more detail with reference to
FIG. 3, each SPU can include a symbol apparatus that
determines, for each channel, times at which symbol pe-
riods for each endpoint are ending and cause energy
being received from the endpoint to be accumulated until
the end of the symbol period for the endpoint. Continuing
with the example above, the symbol apparatus 150 for
SPU 104a can cause energy for the symbol 106a that is
received from endpoint 102a to be accumulated for 5
minutes, since the symbol period for endpoint 102a is 5
minutes. Similarly, the symbol apparatus for SPU 104a
can accumulate energy for the symbol 106b received
from endpoint 102b over 20 minutes since the symbol
period for endpoint 102b is 20 minutes.
[0049] FIG. 2 is a graph 200 illustrating communica-
tions signals that have different symbol periods. The
graph includes a present time indicator 201 and a sample
period indicator 202. The sample period indicator 202
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includes a start sample tick 203 at t=0, and sample ticks
204a-204c, which each represent respective sample pe-
riod end times (e.g., t=1, t=2, and t=3) for sample periods
206a-206c. Each of the sample periods 206a-206c is a
period during which communications signals are accu-
mulated over the communications channels 208a-208c.
For example, as the present time elapses from the start
tick 203 to the sample tick 204a (e.g., from t=0 to t=1),
energy from communications signals received over com-
munications channels 208a-208c will be continually (or
periodically) accumulated.
[0050] When the present time is coincident with the
end of the sample period 206a (i.e., when the present
time reaches t=1, which is the sample period end time
for the sample period 206a, as represented by the sample
tick 204a), the symbol apparatus 150 determines wheth-
er the present time is also coincident with symbol period
end times 210a-210c for any of the communications
channels 208a-208c (i.e., for communications signals
that are received over the respective communications
channels).
For example, at t=1, the symbol apparatus 150 can com-
pare the present time t=1 to the symbol period end times
210a-210c for each of the communications channels
208a-208c. This comparison will reveal that communica-
tions channel 208b has a symbol period end time 210b-
1 that is coincident with the present time, but that the
other communications channels 208a and 208c do not
have symbol period end times that are coincident with
the present time. Thus, at t=1, the symbol apparatus 150
will provide for further processing, the energy from chan-
nel 208b that has been accumulated over the first sample
period 206a, but will not provide the energy that was ac-
cumulated from channel 208a or 208c. The energy from
communications signals received over channel 208b can
be provided to a data processing apparatus that recovers
a symbol from the accumulated energy. For example,
the accumulated energy can be provided to a data
processing apparatus that demodulates the accumulated
energy to recover encoded data.
[0051] As the present time advances from t=1 to t=2,
energy from communications received over all of the
communications channels 208a-208c will continue to be
accumulated. Because the accumulated energy from
channel 208b was provided at time t=1, the accumulated
energy for channel 208b can be reset to a reference en-
ergy value (e.g., energy=0), such that at t=2 the accu-
mulated energy for channel 208b (i.e., relative to the ref-
erence energy value) will be only the energy that was
accumulated over the second sample period 206b. Since
the accumulated energy from communications channels
208a and 208c were not provided at the end of the first
sample period 206a (i.e., at t=1), the energy that is ac-
cumulated for each of these channels over the second
sample period will be aggregated (e.g., summed) with
the energy that was accumulated over the first sample
period 206a.
[0052] When the present time is coincident with the

end of the second sample period 206b (i.e., when the
present time reaches t=2, which is the sample period end
time for the second sample period, as represented by
sample tick 204b), the symbol apparatus 150 again de-
termines whether the present time t=2 is coincident with
the symbol period end times 210a-210c for the commu-
nications channels 208a-208c (i.e., for communications
signals that are received over the respective communi-
cations channels).
[0053] For example, at t=2, the symbol apparatus 150
can determine that the communications channels 208a
and 208b each has a symbol period end time 210a and
210b-2, respectively, that is coincident with the present
time t=2, but that 208c does not have symbol period end
time that is coincident with the present time. Thus, at t=2,
the symbol apparatus 150 will provide, for further
processing (e.g., symbol recovery), the energy from
channel 208a that has been accumulated from commu-
nications signals received over both the first sample pe-
riod 206a and the second sample period 206b as well as
the energy that was accumulated from communications
signals received over channel 208b during the second
sample period 206b. However, the symbol apparatus 150
will not provide the energy that was accumulated from
communications signals received over channel 208c.
Once the accumulated energy for channels 208a and
208b are provided, the symbol apparatus 150 can set
the accumulated energy for channels 208a and 208b to
the reference energy value (e.g., energy=0), and contin-
ue to accumulate energy from communications signals
that are received over all of the channels 208a-208c.
[0054] When the present time reaches t=3 (i.e., is co-
incident with the end of the third sample period 206c),
the symbol apparatus 150 can determine which of the
communications channels has a symbol period end time
that is coincident with the end of the sample period (and
the present time), as described above. For example, at
the end of the third sample period 206c, the symbol ap-
paratus 150 can determine that channels 208b and 208c
each have a symbol period end time 210b-3 and 210c,
respectively, that is coincident with the end of present
time t=3. Based on this determination, the symbol appa-
ratus 150 can provide the energy that was accumulated
from communications signals received over channel
208b during the third sampler period 206c. The symbol
apparatus 150 can also provide the energy that was ac-
cumulated from communications signals received over
channel 208c during the first, second, and third sample
periods 206a-206c.
[0055] As noted above, a single SPU can receive sym-
bols from thousands of different endpoints in a network
and over thousands of different channels. Also noted
above, symbols being received over each different chan-
nel can have a different symbol period. Therefore, a sym-
bol apparatus 150 can be configured to determine, for
thousands of different channels and at the end of each
sample period, which channels have symbol period end
times that are coincident with the end of the present time,
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and provide the energy accumulated from these symbols
for further processing.
[0056] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example SPU
104 that includes a symbol apparatus 150. The symbol
apparatus 150 is coupled to integrators 302 that accu-
mulate energy for symbols 106 (i.e., as represented by
communications signals) that are transmitted over the
channels, as described below. The symbol apparatus
150 monitors the present time, and when the present
time is coincident with the end of a sample period, deter-
mines whether the end of a symbol period for any of the
symbols 106 being received from the service network
101 is coincident with the end of the sample period. When
the symbol period end time for a symbol is coincident
with the present time, the symbol apparatus causes the
integrators 302 that have been accumulating the energy
for the symbol to provide the accumulated energy to a
symbol processor 304 that recovers the symbol.
[0057] In some implementations, each integrator 302
accumulates energy that is received over one specified
portion of spectrum, which is referred to as a tone or a
sub-channel. Each symbol is represented by communi-
cations signals that are transmitted over one or more
tones, and the set of tones over which the communica-
tions signals that represent the symbol are transmitted
is referred to as the channel over which the symbol is
transmitted and/or received. The tones that define a par-
ticular channel can be allocated using OFDM or another
spectrum allocation technique, as described above, and
a channel need not be defined by a set of contiguous
tones.
[0058] The tones that define each channel and the in-
tegrators that accumulate energy for these tones can be
stored in the communications data store 114 and indexed
according to the channel and/or the endpoint from which
symbols 106 will be received. For example, the commu-
nications data store 114 can include data 306 specifying
that integrators 1-3 (i.e., I1-13) have been assigned to
accumulate energy received over the tones that define
channel 1, while integrators 4-6 (i.e., 14-16) have been
assigned to receive accumulate energy received over
the tones that define channel 2.
[0059] The data 306 can also include data specifying
symbol periods for symbols being received over each of
the communications channels. A symbol period can be
specified, for example, as an amount of time over which
the symbol period spans (e.g., 10 minutes). The symbol
period can also be specified as a quantity of sample pe-
riods over which the symbol period spans. For example,
the symbol period associated with (i.e., indexed accord-
ing to) channel 1 is expressed as 2 (i.e., SP=2 in FIG. 3),
indicating that the symbol period for symbols received
over channel 1 is 2 sample periods,
[0060] In some implementations, the symbol period
end times for each symbol period can be stored in the
communications data store 114. For example, a refer-
ence time (e.g., 12:00am) can be specified, and the sym-
bol period (or symbol rate) can be used to determine

symbol period end times for each of the communications
channels (e.g., 12:10am, 12:20am ... 11:50pm,
12:00am).
[0061] The symbol apparatus 150 can access or oth-
erwise obtain the data 306, and use the data 306 to cause
the integrators 302 to provide accumulated energy for
each channel at the end of the symbol periods associated
with the respective channels. For example, if the symbol
period for symbols received over channel 1 is expressed
as being 2 sample periods, the symbol apparatus 150
can cause the integrators that accumulate energy for
channel 1 (e.g., Integrator1, Integrator2, and Integrator3)
to provide the accumulated energy and/or tone ampli-
tudes 308 (i.e., data specifying an amplitude of the ac-
cumulated energy each tone in a set of one or more tones)
to the symbol processor 304 at the end of every other
sample period. The symbol processor 304 can store the
accumulated energy and/or the tone amplitudes 308 in
one or more memory locations 310 that are associated
with channel 1, and, in turn, decode the symbol using the
accumulated energy and/or tone amplitudes 308.
[0062] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an example process
400 for acquiring symbols that have different symbol pe-
riods. The process 400 is a process by which symbol
period end times are determined for communications sig-
nals that are received over different communications
channels. Energy for the communications signals are ac-
cumulated over a sample period. At the end of the sample
period a determination is made whether an end of a sym-
bol period for any of the communications signals is co-
incident with the end of the sample period (and/or the
present time). Energy continues to be accumulated for
communications signals that do not have a symbol period
end time that is coincident with the end of the sample
period (and/or the present time), while data that represent
a symbol are provided for communications signals that
have a symbol period end time that is coincident with the
end of the sample period (and/or the present time).
[0063] The process 400 can be implemented, for ex-
ample, by the symbol apparatus 150, the SPU 104,
and/or the network management apparatus 112 of FIG.
1. In some implementations, the symbol apparatus 120
is a data processing apparatus that includes one or more
processors that are configured to perform actions of the
process 400. In other implementations, a computer read-
able medium can include instructions that when executed
by a computer cause the computer to perform actions of
the process 400.
[0064] A plurality of communications signals are re-
ceived over a plurality of different communications chan-
nels (402). In some implementations, communications
signals that are received over each different channel
have a symbol period over which a symbol is transmitted
over the channel. As described in more detail with refer-
ence to FIG. 5, the symbol period for the communications
signals that are transmitted over the channel can be se-
lected, for example, based on a signal to noise measure
(e.g., measured at a receiving apparatus, such as a SPU)
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for the signals that are received over the channel.
[0065] Signal to noise measures can vary on a channel
by channel basis, for example, based on distance of an
endpoint from a SPU. Therefore, symbol periods can vary
on a per-channel basis. For example, first communica-
tions signals (e.g., from a first SPU) can be received over
a first communications channel, while second communi-
cations signals (e.g., from a second SPU) can be re-
ceived over a second communications channel (e.g., that
is different from the first communications channel). In this
example, the first communications signals (e.g., signals
received over channel 208a of FIG. 2) may have a dif-
ferent symbol period than the second communications
signals (e.g., signals received over channel 208c of FIG.
2). Therefore, the times at which communications signals
representing the symbols received over the first commu-
nications channel are logged or provided for additional
processing will differ from the times at which communi-
cations signals representing the symbols received over
second communications channel are logged or provided
for further processing.
[0066] Symbol period end times are determined for
communications signals that are received over each of
the communications channels (404). In some implemen-
tations, each symbol period end time is determined
based on a symbol period for the communications signals
received over the communications channel and a refer-
ence time.
[0067] The reference time is a time from which symbol
periods, sample periods, symbol period end times, sam-
ple period end times, the present time, and /or other times
are determined or measured. For example, the reference
time can be set to be 12:00am Greenwich Mean Time
("GMT"), such that present time can be determined as
an amount of time that has elapsed since 12:00am GMT
(i.e., the present GMT) Similarly, in this example, the
sample period end times can be determined by using the
reference time as the start time for the first sample period,
and setting the GMT time at which each sequential sam-
ple period ends as a sample period end time. Symbol
period end times can also be determined in a similar man-
ner as sample period end times.
[0068] The reference time can be received, for exam-
ple, from a substation processing unit. For example, the
substation processing unit can periodically transmit a sig-
nal to the endpoints indicating that the present time is
coincident with the reference time. In this example, each
endpoint can then begin transmitting symbols at the ref-
erence time and proceed to transmit a next symbol when
the present time is coincident with the end of the symbol
period for the symbol. The reference time can also be
received from other devices, such as a device that is part
of a Global Positioning System or a device that is capable
of receiving WWV broadcasts from the National Institute
of Standards and Technology.
[0069] In some implementations, each of the endpoints
can use a timing reference to ensure that any timing drift
is maintained with in a drift threshold. For example, in a

PLC network, the endpoints can use the 60Hz power as
a timing reference (e.g., phase lock to a 60Hz reference).
As described above, the symbol period end times can be
stored in a data store, and retrieved or otherwise obtained
by a SPU or another data processing apparatus.
[0070] Energy is accumulated from the communica-
tions signals over a sample period (406). The energy can
be independently accumulated for each different portion
of spectrum (i.e., each tone) that is included in each com-
munications channel. For example, as described above
with reference to FIG. 3, a different integrator can be
used to accumulate energy that is received over each
tone. In some implementations, the energy that is re-
ceived over each tone during the sample period corre-
sponds to the magnitude of one or more bits of the symbol
that is being transmitted by an endpoint.
[0071] A sample period is a period of time over which
communications signals are accumulated. In some im-
plementations, the sample period is a period that does
not exceed a minimum symbol period for the communi-
cations signals and can be determined using the symbol
periods for the communications signals. For example,
the sample period can be set equal to a minimum period
(i.e., a shortest symbol period) over which a symbol is
transmitted over one of the communications channels.
[0072] The sample period can be specified, for exam-
ple, by a network administrator or determined by a data
processing apparatus that selects a sample period hav-
ing sample period end times that are coincidental with
each symbol period end time for symbols received over
the communications channels. In some implementations,
the sample period is selected to be a period that is a
divisor of the shortest symbol period and all other sample
periods for the communications signals that are received
over the communications channels. In some implemen-
tations, the sample period can be selected and then used
to select symbol periods for the communications signals,
where the symbol periods are each a multiple of the sam-
ple period (e.g., 1 x sample period or 2 x sample period).
[0073] It is determined whether the present time is co-
incident with an end of a sample period for the commu-
nications signals (408). In some implementations, the
present time is compared to sample period end times to
perform the determination. For example, a set of sample
period end times can be maintained, and compared to
the present time. When the present time matches a sam-
ple period end time, it is determined that the present time
is coincident with the end of a sample period. A counter
that is phase locked with the 60Hz line (e.g., one phase
of the 60Hz line) can also be used to provide a signal to
the symbol apparatus when the end of a sample period
is reached. When the end of a sample period is not co-
incident with the present time, energy continues to be
accumulated (406).
[0074] In response to determining that that the present
time is coincident with the end of a sample period, it is
determined whether an end of a symbol period for com-
munications signals received over at least one of the
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channels is coincident with the present time (410). As
described above, communications signals that are re-
ceived over two different communications channels can
have two different symbol periods, such that the symbol
period end times may differ. Therefore, the present time
may be coincident with a symbol period end time for com-
munications signals that are received over one channel,
while not being coincident with another symbol period
end time for other communications signals that are re-
ceived over other another communications channel.
[0075] With reference to the example above, assume
that the first communications signals (e.g., signals re-
ceived over channel 208a of FIG. 2) and second com-
munications signals (e.g., signals received over channel
208c of FIG. 2) are respectively received over two differ-
ent communications channels. In this example, it may be
determined that the present time is coincident with the
end of the first symbol period for the first communications
signals, while not being coincident with the end of the
second symbol period for the second communications
signals. Energy continues to be accumulated (406) over
one or more next sample periods for communications
signals that do not have a symbol period end time that
is coincident with the end of the sample period (or the
present time) and the determination can be iteratively
made after each of the sample periods.
[0076] Data are provided representing a symbol re-
ceived over each communications channel for which it is
determined that an end of the symbol period is coincident
with the present time (412). In some implementations,
the data that are provided are data that represent mag-
nitudes of the one or more bits (e.g., tone magnitudes)
that are received over each tone of the channels, as de-
scribed above with reference to FIG. 3.
[0077] Continuing with the example above, the data
that are provided in response to determining that the end
of the first symbol period is coincident with the end of the
sample period (or the present time), data representing
the amplitude of energy that was accumulated over the
symbol period (and potentially previous symbol periods),
can be provided to a data processing apparatus that can
decode or otherwise recover the symbol.
[0078] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an example process
500 for dynamically adjusting a symbol period for com-
munications signals. The process 500 is a process by
which an initial symbol period is selected for the commu-
nications signals. A determination is made whether a sig-
nal to noise measure (or another energy measure) for
the communications signals meets an energy measure
threshold. When the signal to noise measure meets the
threshold, the symbol period can remain the same and
the signal to noise measure can continue to be monitored.
When the signal to noise measure does not meet the
threshold, the symbol period can be adjusted (e.g., in-
creased), and the signal to noise measure can continue
to be monitored. This process can iteratively continue to
maintain increase the likelihood that symbols are reliably
recovered from the received communications signals.

[0079] The process 500 is described with reference to
increasing symbol periods. However, a similar process
can be used to decrease symbol periods when the ac-
cumulated energy exceeds a maximum threshold. Thus,
the accumulated energy for each channel can be main-
tained in a specified range by dynamically adjusting the
symbol periods of the channels.
[0080] The process 500 can be implemented, for ex-
ample, by the symbol apparatus 150, the SPU 104,
and/or the network management apparatus 112 of FIG.
1. In some implementations, the symbol apparatus 120
is a data processing apparatus that includes one or more
processors that are configured to perform actions of the
process 500. In other implementations, a computer read-
able medium can include instructions that when executed
by a computer cause the computer to perform actions of
the process 500.
[0081] An initial symbol period is selected for the com-
munications signals (502). In some implementations, the
initial symbol period is selected based on a distance over
which the communications signals will be transmitted.
For example, the initial symbol period can be selected to
be directly proportional to a distance over which the com-
munications signals are to be transmitted in a PLC net-
work since signal losses increase as the distance in-
creases. Alternatively, the initial symbol period can be
selected to be directly proportional to the amplitude of a
noise floor has been measured on the communications
channel over which the communications signals will be
transmitted.
[0082] In some implementations, the initial symbol pe-
riod used by endpoints to transmit communications sym-
bols can be selected on a group basis, such that end-
points in a specified geographic region are configured to
use a same initial symbol period, while endpoints in an-
other geographic region are configured to use another
initial symbol period. In these implementations, a dis-
tance of the geographic region to a device (e.g., a SPU)
to which the communications symbols are being trans-
mitted is used to select the initial symbol period that is
used by the endpoints. Additionally, endpoints can be
grouped based on modulation techniques used, a quan-
tity of bits being encoded in each symbol, or using other
characteristics.
[0083] A signal to noise measure is determined for the
communications signals (504). The signal to noise meas-
ures can be determined by (or measured with) a SPU (or
another device) that receives the communications sig-
nals. In some implementations, the signal to noise meas-
ure is determined by determining an energy measure for
the first communications signals that are received over
a communications channel over the initial symbol period.
For example, the energy measure can be based on a
magnitude of signal energy that has been accumulated
from the communications signals over the initial symbol
period. The energy measure can also be based on a
measure (e.g., a magnitude) of the signal energy accu-
mulated over the symbol period relative to a measure
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(e.g., magnitude) of the noise energy that was accumu-
lated over the symbol period.
[0084] In some implementations, the signal to noise
measure can be monitored over a single symbol period
and/or multiple symbol periods. For example, the signal
to noise measure can be an average (or another statis-
tical measure) of the magnitude of the signal energy rel-
ative to the magnitude of the noise energy that has been
accumulated over multiple symbol periods. The signal to
noise measure can also be used to determine a signal
to noise profile (e.g., distribution) that characterizes the
signal to noise magnitude over multiple symbol periods.
[0085] It is determined whether the signal to noise
measure meets an energy measure threshold (506). The
energy measure threshold can be specified as an abso-
lute signal energy magnitude or a relative signal energy
magnitude (e.g., relative to the magnitude of the noise
energy), such that the accumulated signal energy that is
accumulated over one or more symbol periods can be
compared to the threshold to determine whether the sig-
nal to noise measure meets (i.e., is equal to or greater
than) the energy measure threshold. The energy meas-
ure threshold can also be specified using a signal to noise
profile. For example, the energy measure threshold can
be specified as a minimum signal energy magnitude that
is within one standard deviation of an average signal en-
ergy magnitude.
[0086] When it is determined that the signal to noise
measure meets the energy measure threshold, the signal
to noise measure for the communications signals can
continue to be determined (504) and monitored.
[0087] When it is determined that the signal to noise
measure does not meet the energy measure threshold,
the symbol period for the communications signals can
be increased (508). In some implementations, the symbol
period is increased a default amount (e.g., by a factor of
2 or by a single sample period) and the signal to noise
measure is again determined (504). In these implemen-
tations, the signal to noise measure is iteratively in-
creased by the default amount until the signal to noise
measure meets the energy measure threshold.
[0088] In some implementations, the symbol period
can be increased based on a magnitude by which the
energy measure threshold exceeds the signal to noise
measure. For example, the amount of additional time that
will be required to increase the signal to noise measure
to a magnitude that meets (or exceeds) the energy
threshold can be computed using the signal to noise
measure that was determined during one or more previ-
ous symbol periods.
[0089] FIG. 6 is block diagram of an example computer
system 600 that can be used to facilitate variable symbol
period assignment and detection, as described above.
The system 600 includes a processor 610, a memory
620, a storage device 630, and an input/output device
640. Each of the components 610, 620, 630, and 640
can be interconnected, for example, using a system bus
650. The processor 610 is capable of processing instruc-

tions for execution within the system 600. In one imple-
mentation, the processor 610 is a single-threaded proc-
essor. In another implementation, the processor 610 is
a multi-threaded processor. The processor 610 is capa-
ble of processing instructions stored in the memory 620
or on the storage device 630.
[0090] The memory 620 stores information within the
system 600. In one implementation, the memory 620 is
a computer-readable medium. In one implementation,
the memory 620 is a volatile memory unit. In another
implementation, the memory 620 is a non-volatile mem-
ory unit.
[0091] The storage device 630 is capable of providing
mass storage for the system 600. In one implementation,
the storage device 630 is a computer-readable medium.
In various different implementations, the storage device
630 can include, for example, a hard disk device, an op-
tical disk device, or some other large capacity storage
device.
[0092] The input/output device 640 provides input/out-
put operations for the system 600. In one implementation,
the input/output device 640 can include one or more of
a network interface devices, e.g., an Ethernet card, a
serial communication device, e.g., and RS-232 port,
and/or a wireless interface device, e.g., and 802.11 card.
In another implementation, the input/output device can
include driver devices configured to receive input data
and send output data to other input/output devices, e.g.,
keyboard, printer and display devices 460. Other imple-
mentations, however, can also be used, such as mobile
computing devices, mobile communication devices, set-
top box television client devices, etc.
[0093] Although an example processing system has
been described in FIG. 6, implementations of the subject
matter and the functional operations described in this
specification can be implemented in other types of digital
electronic circuitry, or in computer software, firmware, or
hardware, including the structures disclosed in this spec-
ification and their structural equivalents, or in combina-
tions of one or more of them.
[0094] Embodiments of the subject matter and the op-
erations described in this specification can be implement-
ed in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software,
firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed
in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in
combinations of one or more of them. Embodiments of
the subject matter described in this specification can be
implemented as one or more computer programs, i.e.,
one or more modules of computer program instructions,
encoded on computer storage medium for execution by,
or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus.
[0095] Alternatively or in addition, the program instruc-
tions can be encoded on an artificially-generated propa-
gated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, opti-
cal, or electromagnetic signal, that is generated to en-
code information for transmission to suitable receiver ap-
paratus for execution by a data processing apparatus. A
computer storage medium can be, or be included in, a
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computer-readable storage device, a computer-readable
storage substrate, a random or serial access memory
array or device, or a combination of one or more of them.
Moreover, while a computer storage medium is not a
propagated signal, a computer storage medium can be
a source or destination of computer program instructions
encoded in an artificially-generated propagated signal.
The computer storage medium can also be, or be includ-
ed in, one or more separate physical components or me-
dia (e.g., multiple CDs, disks, or other storage devices).
[0096] The operations described in this specification
can be implemented as operations performed by a data
processing apparatus on data stored on one or more
computer-readable storage devices or received from oth-
er sources.
[0097] The term "data processing apparatus" encom-
passes all kinds of apparatus, devices, and machines for
processing data, including by way of example a program-
mable processor, a computer, a system on a chip, or
multiple ones, or combinations, of the foregoing The ap-
paratus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g.,
an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC
(application-specific integrated circuit). The apparatus
can also include, in addition to hardware, code that cre-
ates an execution environment for the computer program
in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor
firmware, a protocol stack, a database management sys-
tem, an operating system, a cross-platform runtime en-
vironment, a virtual machine, or a combination of one or
more of them. The apparatus and execution environment
can realize various different computing model infrastruc-
tures, such as web services, distributed computing and
grid computing infrastructures.
[0098] A computer program (also known as a program,
software, software application, script, or code) can be
written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, declarative or proce-
dural languages, and it can be deployed in any form,
including as a stand-alone program or as a module, com-
ponent, subroutine, object, or other unit suitable for use
in a computing environment. A computer program may,
but need not, correspond to a file in a file system. A pro-
gram can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other
programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a
markup language document), in a single file dedicated
to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated files
(e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub-programs,
or portions of code). A computer program can be de-
ployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple
computers that are located at one site or distributed
across multiple sites and interconnected by a communi-
cation network.
[0099] The processes and logic flows described in this
specification can be performed by one or more program-
mable processors executing one or more computer pro-
grams to perform actions by operating on input data and
generating output. The processes and logic flows can
also be performed by, and apparatus can also be imple-

mented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA
(field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-
specific integrated circuit).
[0100] Processors suitable for the execution of a com-
puter program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or
more processors of any kind of digital computer. Gener-
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from
a read-only memory or a random access memory or both.
The essential elements of a computer are a processor
for performing actions in accordance with instructions
and one or more memory devices for storing instructions
and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be
operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data
to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing
data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or optical
disks. However, a computer need not have such devices.
Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another de-
vice, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant
(PDA), a mobile audio or video player, a game console,
a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, or a porta-
ble storage device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB)
flash drive), to name just a few. Devices suitable for stor-
ing computer program instructions and data include all
forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devic-
es, including by way of example semiconductor memory
devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory de-
vices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or remov-
able disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and
DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be
supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose
logic circuitry.
[0101] To provide for interaction with a user, embodi-
ments of the subject matter described in this specification
can be implemented on a computer having a display de-
vice, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal
display) monitor, for displaying information to the user
and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or
a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the
computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide
for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback
provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback,
e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feed-
back; and input from the user can be received in any
form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In ad-
dition, a computer can interact with a user by sending
documents to and receiving documents from a device
that is used by the user; for example, by sending web
pages to a web browser on a user’s client device in re-
sponse to requests received from the web browser.
[0102] Embodiments of the subject matter described
in this specification can be implemented in a computing
system that includes a back-end component, e.g., as a
data server, or that includes a middleware component,
e.g., an application server, or that includes a front-end
component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical
user interface. The components of the system can be
interconnected by any form or medium of digital data
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communication, e.g., a communication network. Exam-
ples of communication networks include a local area net-
work ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), an inter-
network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks
(e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).
[0103] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other. In some embodiments, a server transmits data to
a client device (e.g., for purposes of displaying data to
and receiving user input from a user interacting with the
client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g.,
a result of the user interaction) can be received from the
client device at the server.
[0104] While this specification contains many specific
implementation details, these should not be construed
as limitations on the scope of any inventions or of what
may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features
specific to particular embodiments of particular inven-
tions. Certain features that are described in this specifi-
cation in the context of separate embodiments can also
be implemented in combination in a single embodiment.
Conversely, various features that are described in the
context of a single embodiment can also be implemented
in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable
subcombination. Moreover, although features may be
described above as acting in certain combinations and
even initially claimed as such, one or more features from
a claimed combination can in some cases be excised
from the combination, and the claimed combination may
be directed to a subcombination or variation of a sub-
combination.
[0105] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings in a particular order, this should not be under-
stood as requiring that such operations be performed in
the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that
all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desir-
able results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and
parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the
separation of various system components in the embod-
iments described above should not be understood as re-
quiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should
be understood that the described program components
and systems can generally be integrated together in a
single software product or packaged into multiple soft-
ware products.
[0106] Thus, particular embodiments of the subject
matter have been described. Other embodiments are
within the scope of the following claims. In some cases,
the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a
different order and still achieve desirable results. In ad-
dition, the processes depicted in the accompanying fig-
ures do not necessarily require the particular order
shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results.
In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel

processing may be advantageous.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

receiving a plurality of communications signals
over a plurality of different communications
channels via a power line communication net-
work (101), each of the communications signals
having a symbol period over which a symbol is
transmitted, and the plurality of communication
signals including:

first communications signals received over
a first communications channel (208a), the
first communications signals having a first
symbol period; and
second communications signals received
over a second communications channel
(208b), which is different than the first com-
munications channel (208a), the second
communications signals having a second
symbol period that is different than the first
symbol period;

for each communications channel (208a; 208b),
determining respective symbol period end times
(210b-1 to 210b-3; 210a) for the communica-
tions signals received over the communications
channels, the symbol period end time being de-
termined based on the respective symbol period
for the communications signals received over
the communications channel and a reference
time;
determining that a present time is coincident with
an end of a sample period (206a; 206b; 206c)
for the communications signals, the sample pe-
riod being a period that does not exceed a min-
imum symbol period for the communications sig-
nals;
determining that an end of the symbol period for
the communications signals being received over
at least one of the communications channels
(208a, 208b) is coincident with the present time;
and
providing data representing a symbol (106) re-
ceived over each communications channel for
which an end of the symbol period is coincident
with the present time, the data being indicative
of a measurement or a magnitude of energy ac-
cumulated from each of the communications
channels for which the end of the symbol period
is coincident with the present time and being ac-
cumulated at different times over a respective
one or more sample periods until an end of a
present sample period is coincident with an end
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of the respective symbol period spanning the
one or more sample periods.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

accumulating energy from each of the commu-
nications signals over the respective one or
more sample periods (206a; 206b; 206c) until
the end of the respective present sample period
is coincident with the end of the respective sym-
bol period spanning the one or more sample pe-
riods, wherein
providing data representing the symbol received
over each communications channel for which an
end of the symbol period is coincident with the
present time by providing, for each bit of the sym-
bol, a magnitude of the energy accumulated for
the bit over the symbol period.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein accumulating energy
from each of the communications signals comprises
accumulating, over the sample period (206a; 206b;
206c), energy received over each different portion
of spectrum that is included in the communications
channel (208a; 208b), wherein each different portion
of spectrum corresponds to one or more bits of the
symbol (106).

4. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing determining the sample period using the symbol
periods for the communications signals by:

identifying a shortest symbol period for the com-
munications signals; and
selecting the sample period to be a divisor of the
shortest symbol period and all other sample pe-
riods for the communications signals received
over any of the plurality of communications
channels (208a, 208b).

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
selecting, for each communications channel (208a;
208b), a symbol period for the communications sig-
nals received over the communications channel, the
symbol period being selected based on a signal to
noise measure for the communications signals that
are received over the communications channel.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising selecting
a sample period (206a; 206b; 206c) for the commu-
nications signals, wherein selecting a symbol period
comprises selecting a symbol period that is a multiple
of the sample period.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein determining that an
end of the symbol period for the communications sig-
nals being received over at least one of the commu-
nications channels is coincident with the present time

comprises:

determining that the present time is coincident
with an end of the first symbol period (210) for
the first communications signals; and
determining that the present time is not coinci-
dent with an end time of the second symbol pe-
riod for the second communications signals.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein providing data rep-
resenting the symbol (106) comprises providing data
representing a first symbol that was received over
the first communications channel (208a), the first
symbol being represented by an amplitude of energy
accumulated over the symbol period for the first com-
munications signals, and the method further includ-
ing:

accumulating energy from the second commu-
nications signal over one or more next sample
periods (206a; 206b; 206c);
at the end of each next sample period, deter-
mining whether the end of the symbol period for
the second communications signals is coinci-
dent with the end of the next sample period; and
providing data representing a second symbol re-
ceived over the second communications chan-
nel (208b) at the end of the one or more next
sample periods (206a; 206b; 206c) that is coin-
cident with an end time of the second commu-
nications signals.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving the reference time from a substation
processing unit; and
receiving, from a data store (114), symbol period
end times for the communications signals.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a first energy measure for first com-
munications signals received over the first com-
munications channel (208a), the first energy
measure being determined over one or more
first symbol periods for the first communications
signals;
determining that the first energy measure for the
first communications signals does not meet an
energy measure threshold; and
in response to determining that the first energy
measure does not meet the energy measure
threshold, adjusting the first symbol period
based on the first energy measure.

11. A system comprising:

a plurality of endpoints (102a to 102f) that are
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configured to transmit communications signals
over a plurality of different communications
channels via a power line communication net-
work (101);
a data processing apparatus (104) that is con-
figured to interact with the plurality of endpoints
(102a to 102f) and to:

receive, via the power lines communication
network (101), the communications signals
over the plurality of different communica-
tions channels including:

first communications signals over a first
communications channel (208a), the
first communications signals having a
first symbol period; and
second communications signals over a
second communications channel
(208b), which is different than the first
communications channel (208a), the
second communications signals hav-
ing a second symbol period that is dif-
ferent than the first symbol period;

for each communications channel (208a;
208b), determine respective symbol period
end times (210b-1 to 210b-3; 210a) for the
communications signals received over the
communications channel based on the re-
spective symbol period for the communica-
tions signals received over the communica-
tions channel and a reference time;
determine that a present time is coincident
with an end of a sample period (206a; 206b;
206c) for the communications signals, the
sample period being a period that does not
exceed a minimum symbol period for the
communications signals;
determine that an end of the symbol period
for the communications signals being re-
ceived over at least one of the communica-
tions channels (208a; 208b) is coincident
with a present time; and
provide data representing a symbol (106)
received over each communications chan-
nel for which an end of the symbol period is
coincident with the present time, the data
being indicative of a measurement or a
magnitude of energy accumulated from
each of the communications channels for
which the end of the symbol period is coin-
cident with the present time and being ac-
cumulated at different times over a respec-
tive one or more sample periods until an end
of a present sample period is coincident with
the end of the respective symbol period
spanning the one or more sample periods.

12. The system (100) of claim 11, wherein the data
processing apparatus (104) comprises:

a plurality of integrators (302), each integrator
being configured to accumulate energy received
over a specified tone of a communications chan-
nel; and
a symbol apparatus (150) coupled to the plurality
of integrators (302), the symbol apparatus (150)
being configured to cause integrators (302) for
a particular communications channel to provide
the accumulated energy in response to the
present time being coincident with the symbol
period for the communications signals being re-
ceived over the particular communications
channel.

13. The system (100) of claim 11, wherein the data
processing apparatus (104) is further configured to:

determine that the present time is coincident
with an end of the first symbol period for the first
communications signals;
determine that the present time is not coincident
with an end time of the second symbol period
for the second communications signals; and
provide data representing a first symbol (106)
that was received over the first communications
channel, the first symbol (106) being represent-
ed by an amplitude of energy accumulated over
the symbol period for the first communications
signals.

14. The system (100) of claim 13, wherein the data
processing apparatus (104) is further configured to:

accumulate energy from the second communi-
cations signals over one or more next sample
periods;
at the end of each next sample period, determine
whether the end of the symbol period for the
second communications signals is coincident
with the end of the next sample period; and
provide data representing a second symbol
(106) received over the second communications
channel at the end of the one or more next sam-
ple periods that is coincident with an end time
of the second communications signals.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, umfassend:

Empfangen einer Vielzahl von Kommunikati-
onssignalen über eine Vielzahl von unterschied-
lichen Kommunikationskanälen durch ein Po-
werline-Kommunikationsnetzwerk (101), wobei
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jedes der Kommunikationssignale eine Symbol-
periode aufweist, über die ein Symbol übertra-
gen wird, und die Vielzahl von Kommunikations-
signalen aufweist:

erste Kommunikationssignale, empfangen
über einen ersten Kommunikationskanal
(208a), wobei die ersten Kommunikations-
signale eine erste Symbolperiode aufwei-
sen; und
zweite Kommunikationssignale, empfan-
gen über einen zweiten Kommunikations-
kanal (208b), der sich von dem ersten Kom-
munikationskanal (208a) unterscheidet,
wobei die zweiten Kommunikationssignale
eine zweite Symbolperiode aufweisen, die
sich von der ersten Symbolperiode unter-
scheidet;

für jeden Kommunikationskanal (208a; 208b),
Bestimmen entsprechender Symboperio-
denendzeiten (210b-1 bis 210b-3; 210a) für die
über die Kommunikationskanäle empfangenen
Kommunikationssignale, wobei die Symbolpe-
riodenendzeit basierend auf der entsprechen-
den Symbolperiode für die über den Kommuni-
kationskanal empfangenen Kommunikationssi-
gnale und einer Referenzzeit bestimmt wird;
Bestimmen, dass eine gegenwärtige Zeit mit ei-
nem Ende einer Beispielperiode (206a; 206b;
206c) für die Kommunikationssignale koinzident
ist, wobei die Beispielperiode eine Periode ist,
die eine Mindestsymbolperiode für die Kommu-
nikationssignale nicht überschreitet;
Bestimmen, dass ein Ende der Symbolperiode
für die über zumindest einen der Kommunikati-
onskanäle (208a, 208b) empfangenen Kommu-
nikationssignale mit der gegenwärtigen Zeit ko-
inzident ist; und
Bereitstellen von Informationen, die ein Symbol
(106) darstellen, welches über jeden Kommuni-
kationskanal empfangen wurde, für den ein En-
de der Symbolperiode mit der gegenwärtigen
Zeit koinzident ist, wobei die Informationen ein
Maß oder eine Größenordnung für die von je-
dem der Kommunikationskanäle akkumulierte
Energie angeben, für welche das Ende der Sym-
bolperiode mit der gegenwärtigen Zeit koinzi-
dent ist, und die zu unterschiedlichen Zeiten
über eine oder mehrere entsprechende Bei-
spielperioden akkumuliert wurde, bis ein Ende
einer gegenwärtigen Beispielperiode mit einem
Ende der entsprechenden Symbolperiode koin-
zident ist, welche sich über die eine oder meh-
rere Beispielperioden erstreckt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:

Akkumulieren von Energie von jedem der Kom-
munikationssignale über die entsprechende ei-
ne oder mehrere Beispielperioden (206a; 206b;
206c) bis das Ende der entsprechenden gegen-
wärtigen Beispielperiode mit dem Ende der ent-
sprechenden Symbolperiode koinzident ist, wel-
che sich über die eine oder mehrere Beispiel-
perioden erstreckt, wobei
Bereitstellen von Informationen, die das Symbol
darstellen, welches über jeden Kommunikati-
onskanal empfangen wurde, für den ein Ende
der Symbolperiode mit der gegenwärtigen Zeit
koinzident ist, durch Bereitstellen, für jedes Bit
des Symbols, einer Größenordnung der für das
Bit über die Symbolperiode akkumulierten En-
ergie.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Akkumulie-
ren von Energie von jedem der Kommunikationssi-
gnale das Akkumulieren von Energie umfasst, die
über die Beispielperiode (206a; 206b; 206c) über je-
des unterschiedliche Spektrumssegment empfan-
gen wurde, welches in dem Kommunikationskanal
(208a; 208b) aufgewiesen ist, wobei jedes unter-
schiedliche Spektrumssegment einem oder mehre-
ren Bits des Symbols (106) entspricht.

4. Verfahren nach einem vorstehenden Anspruch, wei-
ter umfassend das Bestimmen der Beispielperiode
unter Nutzung der Symbolperioden für die Kommu-
nikationssignale durch:

Identifizieren einer kürzesten Symbolperiode für
die Kommunikationssignale; und
Auswählen der Beispielperiode, um ein Divisor
der kürzesten Symbolperiode und aller anderen
Beispielperioden für Kommunikationssignale zu
sein, die über einen beliebigen der Vielzahl der
Kommunikationskanäle (208a, 208b) empfan-
gen wurden.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:
Auswählen, für jeden Kommunikationskanal (208a;
208b), einer Symbolperiode für die über den Kom-
munikationskanal empfangenen Kommunikations-
signale, wobei die Symbolperiode ausgewählt wird
basierend auf einem Signal-Rauschmaß für die
Kommunikationssignale, die über den Kommunika-
tionskanal empfangen werden.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, weiter umfassend das
Auswählen einer Beispielperiode (206a; 206b; 206c)
für die Kommunikationssignale, wobei das Auswäh-
len einer Symbolperiode das Auswählen einer Sym-
bolperiode umfasst, die ein Vielfaches der Beispiel-
periode ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen,
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dass ein Ende der Symbolperiode, für die über zu-
mindest einen der Kommunikationskanäle empfan-
genen Kommunikationssignale mit der gegenwärti-
gen Zeit koinzident ist, umfasst:

Bestimmen, dass die gegenwärtige Zeit mit ei-
nem Ende der ersten Symbolperiode (210) für
die ersten Kommunikationssignale koinzident
ist; und
Bestimmen, dass die gegenwärtige Zeit mit ei-
ner Endzeit der zweiten Symbolperiode für die
zweiten Kommunikationssignale nicht koinzi-
dent ist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Bereitstellen
von Informationen, welche das Symbol (106) dar-
stellen, das Bereitstellen von Informationen umfasst,
die ein erstes über den ersten Kommunikationskanal
(208a) empfangenes Symbol darstellen, wobei das
erste Symbol durch eine Amplitude von Energie dar-
gestellt wird, die über die Symbolperiode für die ers-
ten Kommunikationssignale akkumuliert wurde, und
wobei das Verfahren weiter aufweist:

Akkumulieren von Energie von dem zweiten
Kommunikationssignal über eine oder mehrere
nächste Beispielperioden (206a; 206b; 206c);
an dem Ende jeder nächsten Beispielperiode,
Bestimmen, ob das Ende der Symbolperiode für
die zweiten Kommunikationssignale mit dem
Ende der nächsten Beispielperiode koinzident
ist; und
Bereitstellen von Informationen, die ein zweites
Symbol darstellen, das über den zweiten Kom-
munikationskanal (208b) an dem Ende der ei-
nen oder mehreren Beispielperioden (206a;
206b; 206c) empfangen wurde, die mit einer
Endzeit der zweiten Kommunikationssignale
koinzident ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:

Empfangen der Referenzzeit von einer Unter-
stationsverarbeitungseinheit; und
Empfangen von Symbolperiodenendzeiten für
die Kommunikationssignale von einem Informa-
tionsspeicher (114).

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend:

Bestimmen eines ersten Energiemaßes für ers-
te Kommunikationssignale, die über den ersten
Kommunikationskanal (208a) empfangen wur-
den, wobei das erste Energiemaß über eine
oder mehrere erste Symbolperioden für die ers-
ten Kommunikationssignale bestimmt wird;
Bestimmen, dass das erste Energiemaß für die
ersten Kommunikationssignale einen Energie-

maßschwellenwert nicht erreicht; und
als Reaktion auf das Bestimmen, dass das erste
Energiemaß den Energiemaßschwellenwert
nicht erreicht, Anpassen der ersten Symbolpe-
riode basierend auf dem ersten Energiemaß.

11. System umfassend:

eine Vielzahl von Endpunkten (102a bis 102f),
die konfiguriert sind, um Kommunikationssigna-
le über eine Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen
Kommunikationskanälen durch ein Powerline-
Kommunikationsnetzwerk (101) zu übertragen;
eine Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung
(104), die konfiguriert ist, um mit der Vielzahl
von Endpunkten (102a bis 102f) zu interagieren
und um:

über das Powerline-Kommunikationsnetz-
werk (101) die Kommunikationssignale
über die Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen
Kommunikationskanälen zu empfangen,
aufweisend:

Empfangen erster Kommunikationssi-
gnale über einen ersten Kommunikati-
onskanal (208a), wobei die ersten
Kommunikationssignale eine erste
Symbolperiode aufweisen; und
Empfangen zweiter Kommunikations-
signale über einen zweiten Kommuni-
kationskanal (208b), der sich von dem
ersten Kommunikationskanal (208a)
unterscheidet, wobei die zweiten Kom-
munikationssignale eine zweite Sym-
bolperiode aufweisen, die sich von der
ersten Symbolperiode unterscheidet;

für jeden Kommunikationskanal (208a;
208b), Bestimmen von entsprechenden
Symbolperiodenendzeiten (210b-1 bis
210b-3; 210a) für die über den Kommuni-
kationskanal empfangenen Kommunikati-
onssignale, basierend auf der entsprechen-
den Symbolperiode für die über den Kom-
munikationskanal empfangenen Kommuni-
kationssignale und einer Referenzzeit;
Bestimmen, dass eine gegenwärtige Zeit
mit einem Ende einer Beispielperiode
(206a; 206b; 206c) für die Kommunikations-
signale koinzident ist, wobei die Beispielpe-
riode eine Periode ist, die eine Mindestsym-
bolperiode für die Kommunikationssignale
nicht überschreitet;
Bestimmen, dass ein Ende der Symbolpe-
riode für die über zumindest einen der Kom-
munikationskanäle (208a; 208b) empfan-
genen Kommunikationssignale mit einer
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gegenwärtigen Zeit koinzident ist; und
Bereitstellen von Informationen, die ein
Symbol (106) darstellen, welches über je-
den Kommunikationskanal empfangen
wurde, für den ein Ende der Symbolperiode
mit der gegenwärtigen Zeit koinzident ist,
wobei die Informationen ein Maß oder eine
Größenordnung von Energie angeben, wel-
che von jedem der Kommunikationskanäle
akkumuliert wurde, für welche das Ende der
Symbolperiode mit der gegenwärtigen Zeit
koinzident ist, und die zu unterschiedlichen
Zeiten über eine oder mehrere entspre-
chende Beispielperioden akkumuliert wur-
de, bis ein Ende einer gegenwärtigen Bei-
spielperiode mit dem Ende der entspre-
chenden Symbolperiode koinzident ist, wel-
che sich über eine oder mehrere Beispiel-
perioden erstreckt.

12. System (100) nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Informa-
tionsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (104) umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Integratoren (302), wobei je-
der Integrator konfiguriert ist, um Energie zu ak-
kumulieren, die über einen spezifizierten Ton ei-
nes Kommunikationskanals empfangen wurde;
und
eine Symbolvorrichtung (150), die mit der Viel-
zahl von Integratoren (302) gekoppelt ist, wobei
die Symbolvorrichtung (150) konfiguriert ist, um
zu bewirken, dass Integratoren (302) für einen
bestimmten Kommunikationskanal die akkumu-
lierte Energie als Reaktion darauf bereitstellen,
dass die gegenwärtige Zeit mit der Symbolperi-
ode für die über den bestimmten Kommunikati-
onskanal empfangenen Kommunikationssigna-
le koinzident ist.

13. System (100) nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Informa-
tionsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (104) weiter konfigu-
riert ist, um:

zu bestimmen, dass die gegenwärtige Zeit mit
einem Ende der ersten Symbolperiode für die
ersten Kommunikationssignale koinzident ist;
zu bestimmen, dass die gegenwärtige Zeit mit
einer Endzeit der zweiten Symbolperiode für die
zweiten Kommunikationssignale nicht koinzi-
dent ist; und
Informationen bereitzustellen, die ein erstes
Symbol (106) darstellen, welches über den ers-
ten Kommunikationskanal empfangen wurde,
wobei das erste Symbol (106) durch eine Amp-
litude von Energie dargestellt wird, die über die
Symbolperiode für die ersten Kommunikations-
signale akkumuliert wurde.

14. System (100) nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Informa-
tionsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (104) weiter konfigu-
riert ist, um:

Energie von den zweiten Kommunikationssig-
nalen über eine oder mehrere nächste Beispiel-
perioden zu akkumulieren;
an dem Ende jeder nächsten Beispielperiode zu
bestimmen, ob das Ende der Symbolperiode für
die zweiten Kommunikationssignale mit dem
Ende der nächsten Beispielperiode koinzident
ist; und
Informationen bereitzustellen, die ein zweites
Symbol (106) darstellen, welches über den
zweiten Kommunikationskanal an dem Ende
der einen oder mehreren nächsten Beispielpe-
rioden empfangen wurde, welche mit einer End-
zeit der zweiten Kommunikationssignale koinzi-
dent ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

la réception d’une pluralité de signaux de com-
munication sur une pluralité de canaux de com-
munication différents via un réseau de commu-
nication par courants porteurs en ligne (101),
chacun des signaux de communication ayant
une période de symbole sur laquelle un symbole
est transmis, et la pluralité de signaux de com-
munication comprenant :

des premiers signaux de communication re-
çus sur un premier canal de communication
(208a), les premiers signaux de communi-
cation ayant une première période de
symbole ; et
des seconds signaux de communication re-
çus sur un second canal de communication
(208b), qui est différent du premier canal de
communication (208a), les seconds si-
gnaux de communication ayant une secon-
de période de symbole qui est différente de
la première période de symbole ;

pour chaque canal de communication (208a ;
208b), la détermination d’instants de fin de pé-
riode de symbole (210b-1 à 210b-3 ; 210a) res-
pectifs pour les signaux de communication re-
çus sur les canaux de communication, l’instant
de fin de période de symbole étant déterminé
sur la base de la période de symbole respective
pour les signaux de communication reçus sur le
canal de communication et d’un instant de
référence ;
la détermination qu’un instant présent coïncide
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avec une fin d’une période d’échantillonnage
(206a ; 206b; 206c) pour les signaux de com-
munication, la période d’échantillonnage étant
une période qui ne dépasse pas une période de
symbole minimum pour les signaux de
communication ;
la détermination qu’une fin de la période de sym-
bole pour les signaux de communication reçus
sur au moins l’un des canaux de communication
(208a ; 208b) coïncide avec l’instant présent ; et
la fourniture de données représentant un sym-
bole (106) reçu sur chaque canal de communi-
cation pour lequel une fin de la période de sym-
bole coïncide avec l’instant présent, les don-
nées indiquant une mesure ou une grandeur
d’énergie accumulée à partir de chacun des ca-
naux de communication pour lequel la fin de la
période de symbole coïncide avec l’instant pré-
sent et étant accumulée à différents instants sur
une ou plusieurs périodes d’échantillonnage
respectives jusqu’à ce qu’une fin d’une période
d’échantillonnage présente coïncide avec une
fin de la période de symbole respective couvrant
les unes ou plusieurs périodes d’échantillonna-
ge.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

l’accumulation d’énergie à partir de chacun des
signaux de communication sur les une ou plu-
sieurs périodes d’échantillonnage (206a ;
206b ; 206c) respectives jusqu’à ce que la fin
de la période d’échantillonnage présente res-
pective coïncide avec la fin de la période de sym-
bole respective couvrant les unes ou plusieurs
périodes d’échantillonnage, dans lequel
la fourniture de données représentant le sym-
bole reçu sur chaque canal de communication
pour lequel une fin de la période de symbole
coïncide avec l’instant présent en fournissant,
pour chaque bit du symbole, une grandeur de
l’énergie accumulée pour le bit sur la période de
symbole.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’ac-
cumulation d’énergie à partir de chacun des signaux
de communication comprend l’accumulation, sur la
période d’échantillonnage (206a ; 206b ; 206c),
d’énergie reçue sur chaque partie de spectre diffé-
rente qui est comprise dans le canal de communi-
cation (208a ; 208b), dans lequel chaque partie de
spectre différente correspond à un ou plusieurs bits
du symbole (106).

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant en outre la détermination
de la période d’échantillonnage en utilisant les pé-

riodes de symbole pour les signaux de communica-
tion au moyen de :

l’identification d’une période de symbole la plus
courte pour les signaux de communication ; et
la sélection de la période d’échantillonnage pour
être un diviseur de la période de symbole la plus
courte et toutes les autres périodes d’échan-
tillonnage pour les signaux de communication
reçus sur un quelconque de la pluralité de ca-
naux de communication (208a, 208b).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :
la sélection, pour chaque canal de communication
(208a, 208b), d’une période de symbole pour les si-
gnaux de communication reçus sur le canal de com-
munication, la période de symbole étant sélection-
née sur la base d’une mesure signal/bruit pour les
signaux de communication qui sont reçus sur le ca-
nal de communication.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en
outre la sélection d’une période d’échantillonnage
(206a; 206b; 206c) pour les signaux de communica-
tion, dans lequel la sélection d’une période de sym-
bole comprend la sélection d’une période de sym-
bole qui est un multiple de la période d’échantillon-
nage.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la dé-
termination qu’une fin de la période de symbole pour
les signaux de communication reçus sur au moins
l’un des canaux de communication coïncide avec
l’instant présent comprend :

la détermination que l’instant présent coïncide
avec une fin de la première période de symbole
(210) pour les premiers signaux de
communication ; et
la détermination que l’instant présent ne coïnci-
de pas avec un instant de fin de la seconde pé-
riode de symbole pour les seconds signaux de
communication.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la four-
niture de données représentant le symbole (106)
comprend la fourniture de données représentant un
premier symbole qui a été reçu sur le premier canal
de communication (208a), le premier symbole étant
représenté par une grandeur d’énergie accumulée
sur la période de symbole pour les premiers signaux
de communication, et le procédé comprenant en
outre :

l’accumulation d’énergie à partir des seconds
signaux de communication sur une ou plusieurs
périodes d’échantillonnage (206a ; 206b ; 206c)
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suivantes ;
à la fin de chaque période d’échantillonnage sui-
vante, le fait de déterminer si la fin de la période
de symbole pour les seconds signaux de com-
munication coïncide avec la fin de la période
d’échantillonnage suivante ; et
la fourniture de données représentant un se-
cond symbole reçu sur le second canal de com-
munication (208b) à la fin des une ou plusieurs
périodes d’échantillonnage (206a ; 206b ; 206c)
suivantes qui coïncide avec un instant de fin des
seconds signaux de communication.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

la réception de l’instant de référence depuis une
unité de traitement de sous-station ; et
la réception, depuis un magasin de données
(114), d’instants de fin de période de symbole
pour les signaux de communication.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

la détermination d’une première mesure d’éner-
gie pour de premiers signaux de communication
reçus sur le premier canal de communication
(208a), la première mesure d’énergie étant dé-
terminée sur une ou plusieurs premières pério-
des de symbole pour les premiers signaux de
communication ;
la détermination que la première mesure d’éner-
gie pour les premiers signaux de communication
ne satisfait pas à un seuil de mesure d’énergie ;
et
en réponse à la détermination que la première
mesure d’énergie ne satisfait pas au seuil de
mesure d’énergie, l’ajustement de la première
période de symbole sur la base de la première
mesure d’énergie.

11. Système comprenant :

une pluralité de points d’extrémité (102a à 102f)
qui sont configurés pour transmettre des si-
gnaux de communication sur une pluralité de
canaux de communication différents via un ré-
seau de communication par courants porteurs
en ligne (101) ;
un appareil de traitement de données (104) qui
est configuré pour interagir avec la pluralité de
points d’extrémité (102a à 102f) et pour :

recevoir, via le réseau de communication
par courants porteurs en ligne (101), les si-
gnaux de communication sur la pluralité de
canaux de communication différents

comprenant :

des premiers signaux de communica-
tion sur un premier canal de communi-
cation (208a), les premiers signaux de
communication ayant une première pé-
riode de symbole ; et
des seconds signaux de communica-
tion sur un second canal de communi-
cation (208b), qui est différent du pre-
mier canal de communication (208a),
les seconds signaux de communication
ayant une seconde période de symbole
qui est différente de la première période
de symbole ;

pour chaque canal de communication
(208a ; 208b), déterminer des instants de
fin de période de symbole (210b-1 à 210b-
3 ; 210a) respectifs pour les signaux de
communication reçus sur le canal de com-
munication sur la base de la période de
symbole respective pour les signaux de
communication reçus sur le canal de com-
munication et d’un instant de référence ;
déterminer qu’un instant présent coïncide
avec une fin d’une période d’échantillonna-
ge (206a ; 206b; 206c) pour les signaux de
communication, la période d’échantillonna-
ge étant une période qui ne dépasse pas
une période de symbole minimum pour les
signaux de communication ;
déterminer qu’une fin de la période de sym-
bole pour les signaux de communication re-
çus sur au moins l’un des canaux de com-
munication (208a ; 208b) coïncide avec un
instant présent ; et
fournir des données représentant un sym-
bole (106) reçu sur chaque canal de com-
munication pour lequel une fin de la période
de symbole coïncide avec l’instant présent,
les données indiquant une mesure ou une
grandeur d’énergie accumulée à partir de
chacun des canaux de communication pour
lequel la fin de la période de symbole coïn-
cide avec l’instant présent et étant accumu-
lée à différents instants sur une ou plusieurs
périodes d’échantillonnage respectives jus-
qu’à ce qu’une fin d’une période d’échan-
tillonnage présente coïncide avec la fin de
la période de symbole respective couvrant
les unes ou plusieurs périodes d’échan-
tillonnage.

12. Système (100) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
l’appareil de traitement de données (104)
comprend :
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une pluralité d’intégrateurs (302), chaque inté-
grateur étant configuré pour accumuler de
l’énergie reçue sur une tonalité spécifiée d’un
canal de communication ; et
un appareil de symbole (150) couplé à la plura-
lité d’intégrateurs (302), l’appareil de symbole
(150) étant configuré pour faire en sorte que des
intégrateurs (302) pour un canal de communi-
cation particulier fournissent l’énergie accumu-
lée en réponse à l’instant présent qui coïncide
avec la période de symbole pour les signaux de
communication reçus sur le canal de communi-
cation particulier.

13. Système (100) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
l’appareil de traitement de données (104) est en
outre configuré pour :

déterminer que l’instant présent coïncide avec
une fin de la première période de symbole pour
les premiers signaux de communication ;
déterminer que l’instant présent ne coïncide pas
avec un instant de fin de la seconde période de
symbole pour les seconds signaux de
communication ; et
fournir des données représentant un premier
symbole (106) qui a été reçu sur le premier canal
de communication, le premier symbole (106)
étant représenté par une grandeur d’énergie ac-
cumulée sur la période de symbole pour les pre-
miers signaux de communication.

14. Système (100) selon la revendication 13, dans lequel
l’appareil de traitement de données (104) est en
outre configuré pour :

accumuler de l’énergie à partir des seconds si-
gnaux de communication sur une ou plusieurs
périodes d’échantillonnage suivantes ;
à la fin de chaque période d’échantillonnage sui-
vante, déterminer si la fin de la période de sym-
bole pour les seconds signaux de communica-
tion coïncide avec la fin de la période d’échan-
tillonnage suivante ; et
fournir des données représentant un second
symbole (106) reçu sur le second canal de com-
munication à la fin des une ou plusieurs périodes
d’échantillonnage suivantes qui coïncide avec
un instant de fin des seconds signaux de com-
munication.
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